The cryostratigraphy of thermo-erosion gullies in the Canadian High Arctic demonstrates the resilience of permafrost
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Abstract. Thermo-erosion gullies (TEGs) are one of the most common forms of abrupt permafrost degradation. They generally form in ice-wedge polygonal networks where the interconnected troughs can channel runoff water. Although TEG can form within a single thawing season, it takes them several decades for their complete stabilization. While the inception of TEGs has been examined in several studies, the processes of their stabilization remain poorly documented, especially the ground ice patterns that form following permafrost aggradation in stabilizing TEGs. For this study, we investigated the impacts of two TEGs in the Canadian High Arctic (Bylot Island, NU, Canada) on ground ice content, cryostratigraphic patterns, and geomorphology to examine permafrost recovery following thermal erosion in ice-wedge polygonal tundra. We sampled 17 permafrost cores from two TEGs – one still active (since 1999) and one stabilized (>100 years old) – to describe the surface conditions, interpret the cryostratigraphic patterns, and characterize the state of permafrost after TEG stabilization. We observed that although the TEG caused discernable cryostratigraphic patterns, ground ice content and active layer thickness of the TEGs were comparable to measurements made in undisturbed conditions. We also noted that once stabilized, TEGs permanently (at the Anthropocene scale) alter landscape morphology and hydrological connectivity. We concluded that although the formation of a TEG has profound effects on the short/medium term and leaves near permanent geomorphological and hydrological scars in periglacial landscapes, on the long term, High Arctic permafrost can recover and return to geocryological conditions similar to those pre-dating the initial disturbance. This suggests that in stable environmental conditions undergoing natural variability, permafrost can persist longer than the geomorphological landforms in which it forms.

1. Introduction

Thermal erosion and the formation of thermo-erosion gullies (TEGs) are one of the most common forms of abrupt permafrost degradation (Abbott et al., 2015; Kokelj and Jorgenson, 2013; Olefeldt et al., 2016; Turetsky et al., 2020). Thermal erosion, which is defined as the erosion of ice-rich permafrost by the combined thermal and mechanical action of moving water (Goudie, 2004), often occurs in ice-wedge polygonal networks due to the interconnected troughs that can channel runoff water (i.e., snowmelt, summer precipitations, melting of ground ice) along ice wedges (Fortier et al., 2007;
French, 2007; Godin and Fortier, 2012b). TEGs in polygonal networks are initiated by the infiltration of runoff water (e.g., snowmelt, rainfall) into open cracks and cavities in the active layer and can develop over a single thawing season (e.g., Fortier et al. 2007). Over time, TEG can merge and form extensive gully systems which can eventually turn into therm erosion valleys (Fortier et al., 2007; French, 2017; Gagnon and Allard, 2019; Morgenstern et al., 2021; Aré et al., 1979; Godin and Fortier, 2012b). Although the formation of TEGs can significantly affect permafrost environments by altering landscape morphology and ecosystem functions (Bowden et al., 2008; Liljedahl et al., 2007; Toniolo et al., 2009; Lacelle et al., 2010; Lantz and Kokelj, 2008; Levy et al., 2008; Morgenstern et al., 2021; Grosse et al., 2006, 2005), TEG are an integral part of landscape evolution in areas of continuous permafrost (Godin et al., 2014).

However, the processes of stabilization of TEGs remain poorly documented, especially the ground ice patterns that form following permafrost aggradation in stabilizing TEG. Ground ice and its patterns of distribution, i.e., the cryostratigraphy and cryostructures, can provide valuable information on the conditions of permafrost formation and its potential response to warming and thawing (Gilbert et al., 2016). Because they can provide insights about the ground freezing processes (Murton, 2013), cryostructures have been investigated in different environments such as coastlands (Murton and French, 1994; Burn, 1997), yedoma and drained thermokarst lake basin (Kanevskiy et al., 2011; Jongejans et al., 2018), lacustrine lowlands (Kanevskiy et al., 2014), and to study buried glacier ice (Coulombe et al., 2019). Such characterization has yet to be done in TEGs. This would help understand and predict the response of permafrost to thermal erosion, i.e., its resilience, which we define permafrost resilience as the capacity of permafrost to recover to a pre-disturbance state (ground temperature below 0°C, similar ground ice contents and morphologies) following a disturbance and the associated perturbations (Chapin et al., 2009; Jorgenson et al., 2010; Piégay et al., 2020; Thoms et al., 2018).

For this study, we investigated the geocryological and geomorphological processes of permafrost recovery following thermal erosion in ice-wedge polygonal tundra. More specifically, this study aimed: 1) to characterize the cryostructures and cryostratigraphic patterns of two TEGs in polygonal tundra, 2) to determine the impacts of thermal erosion on the ground ice content and surface characteristics of the two TEGs and compare them with undisturbed surrounding polygons, 3) to describe the stages of TEG stabilization based on changes in surface geomorphology and permafrost cryostratigraphy, and 4) to evaluate the stability and resilience of permafrost after thermal erosion based on ground ice content and cryostratigraphic patterns. To our knowledge, this study is the first to report ground ice contents and cryostratigraphic data in TEGs, which were used to discuss the evolution of periglacial landscapes following thermal erosion in areas with cold ice-rich permafrost.


2. Study site

The two TEGs studied for this research are located in the Qarlikturvik Valley on the southwestern plain of Bylot Island, Nunavut (Canada) (Figure 1). We selected Bylot Island for its cold ice-rich permafrost, the abundance of TEG developed in ice-wedge polygons in the Qarlikturvik Valley, and for the availability of meteorological and thermal data in the area. The
~17 km-long glacial valley is oriented east-northeast west-southwest with a floor about 4-5 km wide. Two glaciers (C-79 and C-93) at the valley head feed a proglacial river that runs through braided channels in an outwash plain (Inland Waters Branch, 1969). The plain is bordered on both sides by terraces composed of over 4 to 5 m of organic-rich silty aeolian deposits and, in some areas, alluvial gravelly silty sands, overlying glaciofluvial deposits (Allard, 1996; Fortier et al., 2006). Well-developed networks of low-centered ice-wedge polygons that have formed syngenetically during the Late Holocene as well as thaw ponds, tundra lakes and pingos cover the terraces (Fortier and Allard, 2004).

The region has a high-Arctic climate and is underlain by continuous permafrost estimated to be more than 400 m in thickness in some areas (Maxwell, 1980; Smith and Burgess, 2002). Based on meteorological data recorded near (73°9’21.6”N, 79°57’24.8”W, 12 m a.s.l.) the Center for Northern Studies (CEN) research station on Bylot Island (Figure 1), mean annual air temperature was -14.6°C for the 1995-2018 period (missing 1997, 1998, 2009, 2010, and 2014) (Climate station data from Bylot Island in Nunavut, Canada, v. 1.11 (1992-2019). Nordicana D2, doi: 10.5885/45039SL-EE76C1BDAADC4890). Mean annual precipitations recorded at the Mattimatalik (Pond Inlet) Airport (72°41’N, 77°58’W, 61.6 m a.s.l.), which is about 85 km southwest of the study area, was 189 mm for the 1981-2010 period, 48% of which fell as rain between June and November (Historical Climate Data - Climatic data of Pond Inlet, Nunavut, 2022). Surface vegetation in the valley floor is mainly composed of sedges, grasses, and mosses typical of wetlands and environments with a high water table (Perreault et al., 2016).

The first TEG, TEG1, has been studied since its initiation in 1999 (R08 in Fortier et al., 2007; Godin and Fortier, 2012b; Rioux, 2020). TEG1 is located on the southern terrace of the Qarlikturvik Valley, about 800 m east of the CEN research station and 5.5 km from the valley mouth (Figure 1). It cuts into the north-facing terrace, which is gently sloping (2%) toward the outwash river and about 20 m a.s.l. (Godin and Fortier, 2012b). The gully showed high rates of erosion during the first years following its inception that decreased over the years (from 390 m a⁻¹ in 1999 to 5 m a⁻¹ for the 2013-2017 period) (Fortier et al., 2007; Godin and Fortier, 2012b, a; Rioux, 2020). TEG1 had a main axis length of 863±4 m and formed a hydrological network of 33 458±379 m² in 2017 (Rioux, 2020), and was still active in 2021 during fieldwork in the area. The second TEG, TEG2 (R05 in Godin and Fortier, 2012a; Veillette, 2019), is also located on the southern terrace of the valley, about 2.8 km east of the CEN research station and 7.4 km from the valley mouth (Figure 1). TEG2 had a main axis length of 1899 m and a surface area of 29 485 m² in 2010 (Godin and Fortier, 2012a). The head TEG2 is located at the junction between two alluvial fans that formed from sediments eroded in the deep ravines incising the plateau of sedimentary rocks (Veillette, 2019). TEG2 cuts through the polygonal terrace (1.2% slope) before reaching the proglacial river. Aerial photos (1958, 1961, 1972, 1982) and satellite imagery (2007, 2010) showed that TEG2 was already stabilized in 1958 and therefore much older than 65 years old (1958-2023) (Godin and Fortier, 2012a; Veillette, 2019). Based on stabilization rates by Godin and Fortier (2012a), the gully is likely >100 years old.
3. Methods

3.1 Fieldwork and laboratory analyses

Fieldwork was carried out between June and August in 2013, 2016, 2017 and 2018. To assess the impacts of the TEG on the permafrost thermal regime, thaw front depth (TFD) was measured at different locations at TEG1 and TEG2 (Figure 1). TFD was obtained by probing to refusal with a graduated steel rod in 2017 from 13 June to 29 July, and in 2018 from 12 June to 16 August. Measurements were made every 2-3 days along transects of ~30 points (10 to 30 m in length) perpendicular to the TEG and averaged into three sections (shoulders, slopes, and channel; Figure 2). TFD was also calculated from temperatures (Supplementary material 1) recorded by thermistor cables installed in two boreholes in undisturbed low-centered polygons, one adjacent to TEG1 (IP-A, see Godin et al. 2016) and the other one about two kilometres west of TEG1 (BYLOTPD; Allard et al., 2020). The tundra polygons near the gullies were described based on their shape (low-centered, flat, high-centered) and the drainage conditions (standing water, mesic, drained). To measure ground ice content and analyse soil composition, the TEG and the surrounding polygons were drilled using a portable earth-drill, with a 10 cm-diameter core barrel. At TEG1, we drilled in 2013 along and in the TEG at three subsites of different ages (Figure 2). At each subsite, one hole was drilled in an undisturbed polygon (TEG1-1Undist, TEG1-2Undist, TEG1-3Undist), one in a drained polygon adjacent to the TEG (TEG1-1Drained, TEG1-2Drained, TEG1-3Drained), and one in the gully slope adjacent to the drained polygon (TEG1-1Slope, TEG1-2Slope, TEG1-3Slope). At TEG2, we drilled at eight locations in 2016 to extract permafrost cores down to 1.15 to 2.12 m. The holes were located on a ~170 m transect going across TEG2 and sampled undisturbed polygons (TEG2-1Undist, TEG2-2Undist), drained polygons adjacent to the TEG (TEG2-1Drained, TEG2-2Drained), gully slopes (TEG2-1Slope, TEG2-2Slope, TEG2-3Slope), and the bottom of the gully channel (TEG2_BGC) (Figure 1; Figure 2). All permafrost cores were kept frozen and brought back to Université de Montréal for laboratory analyses.
The cores were first scanned using micro-computed tomodensitometric analysis (CT-scan SOMATOM Definition AS+128, Siemens®, resolution of 0.4 mm). The scans were used to characterize the cryostructures present in permafrost (Calmels and Allard, 2004). Cryostructures were described using a classification based on existing literature (French and Shur, 2010; Kanevskiy et al., 2013; Murton, 2013). Then, the cores were cut into samples corresponding to the main cryostructures and sediment textures, and vacuum sealed in plastic bags to determine their total volume ($V_t$) using the water displacement method (Strauss et al., 2013). After, the samples were weighted, dried in an oven at 105°C until dry, and reweighted to determine the water content. The volume and mass of the samples were used to calculate bulk ($\rho_{\text{bulk}}$) and dry ($\rho_{\text{dry}}$) densities, and the mass of water for volumetric ice content (VIC; cm$^3_{\text{ice}}$ cm$^-3_{\text{soil}}$ Supplementary material 2). Soil composition was determined by calculating the proportion (% of total mass) of gravel (>2 mm), sand (>63 µm to ≤2 mm),...
and silt (≤63 µm) in each sample (Supplementary material 3). Clay (≤2 µm) was not described as it accounted for <1% in all samples. Organic matter content (OMC) was determined using the loss-on-ignition method (5-10g triplicates at 550°C for 5h, Gagnon and Allard, 2020).

3.2 Data analyses

The weighted average VIC (VIC\textsubscript{wa}) and OMC (OMC\textsubscript{wa}) were calculated for each cryostructure, cores from a same hole (hereafter referred as cores), and TEG (Supplementary material 2). To facilitate comparison between cores, VIC\textsubscript{wa} and OMC\textsubscript{wa} down to one meter were used (VIC\textsubscript{wa} and OMC\textsubscript{wa} hereafter describe the weighted average down to 1 m). For TEG1-1\textsubscript{Undist} and TEG1-1\textsubscript{Drained}, which were 95 cm and 96 cm deep, respectively, the bottom cryostructure/stratigraphy and associated VIC/OMC were assumed to be the same down to 100 cm deep.

To produce the generalized stratigraphy of each core, we used the grain size statistics combined with the photographs and CT-scans of the cores. Grain size analyses were performed with the GRADISTAT program (version 9.1) (Blott and Pye, 2001). Based on sediment size classes derived from sieving and the particle size analyzer, the program generated statistical parameters that were used to determine the textural groups and the types of sediment (Folk and Ward (1957) measures were used). We also performed statistical analyses to determine if VIC differed between the two TEG, between all sub-sites of the TEG, and between the position of the cores about the TEGs (i.e., undisturbed polygon, drained polygon, gully slope, gully channel) using RStudio software (RStudio Inc., version 1.4.1103). This was done using VIC\textsubscript{wa} down to 1 m of each core in a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 95% confidence interval followed by a Tukey’s HSD analysis.

4. Results

4.1 State of the TEG, polygon shape, and active layer thickness

The two TEG differed significantly in their surface characteristics and general shape. TEG1 was characterized by a narrow (~10 m) box-shaped main channel, i.e., high-angle slopes connecting to a flat gully channel bottom, and had many ramifications through the surrounding polygonal network. Erosion was apparent in all the channels, i.e., the sides of channels were steep and uneven with blocks of ground falling off, causing the soil to be exposed (Figure 3). It was also possible to see thermokarst mounds, i.e., baydzerakhi, in the main channel of TEG1 where erosion isolated polygons. TEG2 was characterized by a well-developed main channel with few ramifications. The main channel was wide (20-30 m from side to side) with a flat bottom and the slopes were smooth and at low angle (Figure 3). Both the sides and bottom of the gully channel and the sides were stabilized with a continuous vegetation cover except at the bottom of the gully channel where water was flowing.
For both TEG1 and TEG2, the polygons adjacent to the TEG were drained, i.e., mesic to dry (TEG1-1-2-3\textsubscript{Drained}, TEG2-1-2\textsubscript{Drained}), compared to other undisturbed polygons away from the gully incisions where standing water was common (TEG1-1-2-3\textsubscript{Undist}, TEG2-1-2\textsubscript{Undist}). At TEG1, the drained polygons adjacent to the TEG were low-centered. At TEG2, the drained polygons were flat or high-centered while the undisturbed polygons were low-centered. In addition, the area encompassing the drained polygons along the TEG was also higher in elevation than the surrounding low-centered polygons (based on a normalized topographic position index, see Veillette, 2019). Over 70 thermal contraction cracks were found at the bottom of the gully channel and on the slopes of TEG2 (Veillette, 2019). The cracks seemed to follow the same pre-disturbance polygonal network as many cracks were extending from the troughs of the surrounding network.
TFD varied between the two TEG and depending on the location of the measurements in the TEG. At TEG1, TEG1_TFD1-2-3-4 averaged 26 cm, 46 cm, and 39 cm on 29 July 2017 for the shoulders, slopes, and bottom of the gully channel, respectively (Supplementary table 1). On 30 July 2018, TEG1_TFD1 and TEG1_TFD3 averaged 38 cm (shoulders), 46 cm (slopes), and 34 cm (bottom of gully channel). Although there was some variability (e.g., TEG1_TFD2 2018), the general trend in TFD at TEG1 was deepest on the slopes and shallowest on the shoulders, and measurements on the slopes and the gully channel were comparable to undisturbed TFD (BYLOTPD and IP-A) (Figure 4a-b-c-d-e-f). At TEG2, TEG2_TFD1-2-3 averaged 41 cm, 30 cm, and 56 cm on 30 July 2018 for the shoulders, slopes, and bottom of the gully channel, respectively (Supplementary table 1). All three locations at TEG2 showed the same trend: TFD was deepest at the bottom of the gully channel and shallowest on the slopes, which were similar to undisturbed TFD (Figure 4g-h-i). Shoulder values showed more variability than at TEG1.
Figure 4. Thaw front depth (TFD) measured in 2017 (13 June to 29 July) and 2018 (12 June to 16 August) in cross-sectional transects of the thermo-erosion gullies (TEG; curves) and TFD calculated from ground temperature measurements (red and yellow dots). a) and b) TEG1_TFD1, near subsite TEG1-3, in 2017 and 2018, respectively, c) and d) TEG1_TFD2, near subsite TEG1-2, in 2017 and 2018 respectively, e) TEG1_TFD3, about 40 m upstream of TEG1_TFD2, f) TEG1_TFD4, about 90 m upstream of TEG1_TFD2, g) TEG2_TFD1, along the transect of the cores, h) TEG2_TFD2, about 400 m upstream of TEG2_TFD1, and i) TEG2_TFD3, about 640 m upstream of TEG2_TFD1. See figure 1 for the position of the TFD transects.

4.2 Soil profiles

The generalized stratigraphy of the cores at TEG1 showed that permafrost was characterized by silty sand or sandy silt sediment, with a larger proportion of peaty material than at TEG2 (Figure 5). There were also some gravelly sediment in cores TEG1-1\textsubscript{Undist} and TEG1-1\textsubscript{Slope}. OMC values varied between 3.1% and 47.8%, and the OMC weighted averages of each core varied between 5.6% and 20.0%. At TEG2, the cores were largely dominated by sandy silt sediment, sometime with peaty material (Figure 6). OMC values of the different strata varied between 4.0% and 25.0%, but the weighted averages of each core remained between 6.2% and 15.3% (Table 1). In general, there were more peaty sediment in the undisturbed and drained polygons than in the slopes and the bottom of the TEG.

A total of 10 main cryostructures were identified in the cores of both TEG: interstitial (pore ice not visible to the unaided eye), interstitial visible (pore ice visible), crustal, ice veins, layered, lenticular (includes micro-lenticular cryostructures and non-parallel ice lenses), isolated ice lens, organic matrix (ice-saturated peat), reticulate, and suspended (Figures 5 and 6, Table 2). Reticulate, suspended, organic matrix, and layered cryostructures accounted for 75.3% of the total length of all cores, while the seven other cryostructures covered the remaining length. Most of the cryostructures predominantly developed in sandy silt sediment (Table 2 and Supplementary table 2), except for crustal (silty sandy gravel) and interstitial/interstitial visible (silty sand) cryostructures. The poorly defined sections corresponded to transitional cryostructures, often composed of organic matter unevenly mixed with mineral sediment. VIC within cryostructures varied between 28.9% and 100.0%, and the VIC range (max-min) of the cryostructures averaged 27% (Table 2). The layered and reticulate cryostructures showed the widest VIC ranges (respectively 52.2% and 46.2%). VIC\textsubscript{wa} of all cores ranged between 47.0% and 81.5% and averaged 69.3% (Table 1). There was no statistical difference (p‐value>0.05) in VIC\textsubscript{wa} between the TEG1 and TEG2, between any of the sub‐sites, or between the positions of the cores. Cores in undisturbed polygons (TEG1-
1-2-3Undist, TEG2-1-2Undist) were mostly composed of layered, organic matrix, and reticulate cryostructures (Supplementary table 3). Cores in drained polygons (TEG1-1-2-3Drained, TEG2-1-2Drained) showed similar cryostructures, as well as some ice enrichment closer to the surface. In the slopes of the gullies, the cores (TEG1-1-2-3Slope, TEG2-1-2-3Slope) often displayed inclined layers of sediment/ice/air bubbles and were dominated by the reticulate cryostructure.

Table 1. Weighted average and range (minimum/maximum) of volumetric ice content (VIC) and organic matter content (OMC) down to a depth of 1 m (excluding the surface thawed layer) for the two thermo-erosion gullies (TEG1 and TEG2) and for each borehole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Borehole</th>
<th>VIC (%)</th>
<th>OMC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VICwa</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-1Undist</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-2Undist</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-3Undist</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-1Drained</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-2Drained</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-3Drained</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-1Slope</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-2Slope</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG1-3Slope</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-1Undist</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-2Undist</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-1Drained</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-2Drained</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-1Slope</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-2Slope</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2-3Slope</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG2BGC</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 TEG1

Cores at had VICwa values ranging between 47.9% and 75.4% and averaged 65.5% (Figure 5 and Table 1). The cores extracted from undisturbed polygons varied in soil composition, stratigraphy, and cryostratigraphy (Figure 5a). TEG1-1Undist contrasted with the other undisturbed cores due with its top layer of sandy gravel and by having the lowest VICwa (47.9%). The gravelly sediments were characterized by crustal cryostructures, and ice casts of some of the stones were visible, directly below them (e.g., ice lens at 47-48 cm deep). TEG1-2Undist was composed of layers of sandy silt and silty sand with a peaty inclusion (organic matrix cryostructure) at 63-78 cm. There were ice-rich layers above and below the peaty inclusion at 31-63 cm and 88-115 cm. TEG1-3Undist was characterized by a top half organic layer (organic matrix cryostructure) in silty sand sediment overlying a bottom half of mineral sediment with a layered cryostructure. The ice layers of this cryostructure increased in thickness as the sediment changed from silty sand (62 to 90 cm) to sandy silt (>90 cm).
Table 2. Weighted average volumetric ice content (VIC$_{wa}$), total proportion, and proportion of the dominant soil compositions of each cryostructure identified. The total proportions were calculated by dividing the total length of a cryostructure by the total length of the cryostructures, and the proportions of the dominant soil compositions were calculated by dividing the total length of a type of sediment within a cryostructure by the total length of the cryostructure. Only VIC values falling within one cryostructure (i.e., not sections overlapping two or more cryostructures) were used in the total proportion to obtain representative values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cryostructure</th>
<th>VIC$_{wa}$ (%)</th>
<th>Min (%)</th>
<th>Max (%)</th>
<th>Total proportion (%)</th>
<th>Proportion of the dominant soil composition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ice veins</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Sandy silt (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated ice lens</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Sandy silt (74%), sandy silt peaty (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenticular</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Sandy silt (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crustal</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Silty sandy gravel (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Silty sand (68%), sandy silt (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly defined</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Sandy silt (61%), silty sand peaty (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial visible</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>Silty sand (79%), sandy silt (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>Sandy silt (68%), silt (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>Sandy silt (63%), silty sand (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic matrix</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>Sandy silt peaty (60%), silty sand peaty (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reticulate</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>Sandy silt (85%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In drained polygons, the stratigraphic layers were mostly composed of silty sand and sandy silt, sometimes peaty (Figure 5b). TEG1-1$_{Drained}$ was composed of sandy silt and silty sand layers with peaty inclusions at the surface and at 66-79 cm. Most of the core was characterized by interstitial and organic matrix cryostructures, except for an ice-rich layer (suspended cryostructure) at 55-66 cm. TEG1-2$_{Drained}$ showed an ice-rich layer (suspended, reticulate cryostructures) at 44-88 cm with peaty (organic matrix cryostructure) sediment directly below it and at the surface of the core. The sediment in the suspended cryostructure was almost entirely composed of silt. TEG1-3$_{Drained}$ was mostly composed of silty sand. Organic layers (organic matrix cryostructure) were observed both at the top and the bottom of the core. In the center, the only section composed of sandy silt was characterized by a layered cryostructure.

Cores from the gully slopes showed contrasting stratigraphy and cryostratigraphy (Figure 5c). TEG1-1$_{Slope}$ was composed of three main sections: a top section (4-28 cm) with peaty-silty-sandy sediments, a middle section (28-68 cm) with silty sand sediment showing some cross-stratification, and a bottom section with coarser gravelly-silty-sandy sediments. The top section was characterized by an organic matrix cryostructure, the middle section by mostly interstitial visible cryostructures, and the bottom section by mostly reticulate cryostructures. TEG1-2$_{Slope}$ displayed a thick ice lens at 110-120 cm separating the bottom silty sand sediment from the sandy silt sediment above and including a few oblique streaks of bubbles (<0.5 cm). The bottom sandy sediment was characterized by horizontal and cross-stratification at 120-135 cm (interstitial visible), and inclined stratification (>135 cm) with layered cryostructure aligned with the stratification plane. Above the ice lens and up to 78 cm deep, the sediments and the cryostructures were inclined. TEG1-3$_{Slope}$ contrasted with the two other cores by being more uniform in soil composition and cryostructures. Except at the top of the core (<36 cm),
TEG1-3Slope was entirely composed of reticulate cryostructures in sandy silt sediment. Starting at 76 cm, the sediment/ice layers were inclined.
Figure 5. Organic matter content (OMC; %), soil composition (SC; %gravel, %sand, %silt), soil stratigraphy, CT-scan imagery, soil cryostratigraphy, volumetric ice content (VIC; %), and geocryological layers for the cores at TEG1. a) Cores in undisturbed polygons, b) cores in drained polygons, and c) cores in slopes of TEG1. While delineations were used to mark the transitions between the frozen part of the active layer, the transient layer, and the intermediate layer, color gradients were also used to denote the uncertainty in the limits between these layers. Refer to figure 6 for the legend.

4.2.1 TEG2

Cores at TEG2 had VIC$_{wa}$ values ranging between 64.2% and 81.4% and averaged 74.2% (Figure 6; Table 1). TEG2-1$_{Undist}$ and TEG2-2$_{Undist}$ were mostly composed of sandy silt with some layers of peaty sandy silt (Figure 6a). TEG2-1$_{Undist}$ was characterized by a succession of organic layers (organic matrix) underlain by ice-rich layers (suspended, reticulate, layered). Similarly, TEG2-2$_{Undist}$ was dominated by an organic matrix cryostructure in the top section (13-52 cm) underlain by an ice-rich (suspended cryostructure) layer (61-81 cm) in sandy silt above a layered cryostructure with thin ice lenses in silty sand.

In drained polygons (TEG2-1$_{Drained}$, TEG2-2$_{Drained}$), the stratigraphic layers were mostly composed of sandy silt, sometimes peaty (Figure 6b). Both cores were characterized by an ice-rich layer (ice lens, suspended, reticulate, layered cryostructures) near the top of permafrost, a middle section with organic-rich sediment (organic matrix cryostructure), and a bottom section characterized by more developed cryostructures (layered, reticulate, ice lens) and ice lenses.
In the gully slopes, while TEG2-2Slope and TEG2-3Slope were entirely composed of sandy silt, TEG2-1Slope also contained peaty sections (Figure 6c). In TEG2-1Slope, it was possible to see alternation of peaty sediment (organic matrix cryostructure) and ice-rich (suspended, reticulate, layered cryostructures) sandy silt sediment. TEG2-2Slope was dominated by ice-rich cryostructures (layered, reticulate, suspended) transitioning from one to the other. The reticulate and layered cryostructures were well-developed, i.e., had high VIC values and were characterized by thick ice inclusions (and vice versa for poorly-developed). TEG2-3Slope was dominated by reticulate cryostructures, though they were often poorly-developed.

The layered cryostructures at the bottom of the core were very clearly defined. Oblique streaks of bubbles (<1.5 cm) were found in the suspended and reticulate cryostructures of the slope cores, i.e., parallel to the slope surface.

Finally, the stratigraphy of core at the bottom of the gully channel (TEG2_BGC) contrasted with the other cores of TEG2 with more sandy sediments and some gravel at the bottom of the core (Figure 6d). The core had the lowest VIC wa of all cores at TEG2 (Table 1), though this only included the top 40 cm of the core, which was not representative of deeper layers where ice-rich cryostructures (reticulate, suspended, layered) were found. Starting at 192 cm deep, inclined layers of coarser sediments formed inclined cryostructures.
5. Discussion

5.1 Cryostratigraphy

5.1.1 Cryostructures

Our results show that the development of cryostructures was largely influenced by soil composition and the stratigraphic sequences. The cold climate and permafrost at our study site also significantly affected freezing processes and thus the formation of the cryostructures. Here were present a more detailed description of four out of 11 cryostructures as those four accounted for 76% of all cryostructures occurrences while most of the other ones accounted for <5%. 
The reticulate cryostructure was the most abundant one and formed almost exclusively in sandy silt, resulting in VIC$_{wa}$ similar to what others have reported (Kanevskiy et al., 2013; Shur et al., 2021; Thévenin, 2023). Since permafrost in the study area is syngenetic, reticulate cryostructures likely formed by the hydraulic fracturing of the sediment ahead of an advancing freezing front followed by infilling of the resulting fractures with expelled and pressurized pore water (McRoberts and Nixon, 1975). Layered cryostructures formed in both predominantly silty (62%) and sandy (38%) sediments, though more well-developed (thicker) ice layers were generally found in silty sediment (e.g., TEG1-3$\text{Undist}$), reflecting how ice segregation was facilitated in finer sediments. They likely formed due to prolonged periods of ice segregation when the thaw front was stationary and water was available, mirroring sediment deposition patterns, and consistent with syngenetic permafrost (French and Shur, 2010). Both the reticulate and layered cryostructures had a wide VIC range. While all cryostructures showed some variability in VIC, the reticulate and layered cryostructures were the most affected because of the variability in the thickness of the ice lattices (reticulate) or lenses (layered). Depending on the saturation of the host sediments, those cryostructures can be observed as much in ice-rich sediments as in sediment-poor ice in permafrost and reflect the surface conditions (e.g., water availability) during their formation (Paquette et al., 2022).

Except for the isolated ice lenses, the suspended and organic matrix cryostructures had the highest VIC$_{wa}$. The suspended cryostructure predominantly (>80%) formed in silty sediment, which is consistent with ice segregation during periods of rapid sedimentation of fine sediments and sustained water availability (Murton, 2013). Suspended cryostructures were often found with grading cryostructures (e.g., reticulate, layered) before and/or after them leading to lower VIC. This suggests an acceleration and/or slowing down of ice segregation and thus of sedimentation during their formation, or that two freezing fronts contributed to the formation of the cryostructures. Organic matrix cryostructures were found in similar proportions in peaty sandy silt (60%) and peaty silty sand (40%), thus making the presence of organic material rather than a specific sediment size the main factor of formation.

### 5.1.2 Cryostratigraphic patterns

Most of the cryostructures in this study developed with syngenetic permafrost aggradation, irrespective of their position with regards to the TEG. In general, we observed that the inclusion of organic matter in the soil profiles largely affected the cryostratigraphy due to the peaty material promoting ice aggradation below it. This was observed in cores from both TEG where it was common to see suspended, reticulate, layered, and isolated ice lens cryostructures either directly or 10-20 cm below the organic matter inclusion. This suggests that when organic matter accumulated, the top of permafrost not only moved up due to the new material accumulating (syngenetic permafrost growth), but also because of the low thermal conductivity of organic matter compared to mineral sediment (Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004), which promoted ice enrichment in the layers below. Organic layers at depth also promoted ice enrichment in the mineral sediment above them by slowing down the progression of the thaw front and thus facilitating ice segregation.

The cryostratigraphy of the cores in undisturbed polygons (except TEG1-1$\text{Undist}$) reflected the conditions during permafrost formation, i.e., reticulate, layered, and suspended cryostructures forming in fine-grained aeolian sediment
coupled with layers of organic layers promoting ice enrichment below them. Some of the cores in drained polygons (TEG1-Drained, TEG2-1Drained, TEG2-2Drained) also showed an ice-rich layer closer to the surface than in undisturbed polygons, which we attribute to permafrost aggradation after polygon drainage. This is supported by our TFD measurements at TEG1 showing shallower TFD on the shoulders of the TEG, by Godin et al. (2016) who noted that drained polygons had a thinner active layer causing upward (syngenetic) permafrost aggradation, and by Veillette’s (2019) results showing general uplifting of the drained polygons along TEG2. In the slopes, the high values of TFD at TEG1 showed that after formation of the TEG, the slopes experience greater thawing than in natural conditions. This can be explained by the lack of vegetation protecting the ground surface from air convection and solar radiation which, after vegetation colonization, is substantially reduced. This is supported by the TFD at TEG2 where the slopes have values similar to undisturbed conditions. The oblique streaks of bubbles and inclined ice layers indicated that the permafrost table moved up following an inclined plane likely parallel to the slope surface during permafrost aggradation. For the core at the bottom of the gully channel, the stratigraphy and cryostratigraphy suggest that after the initial accumulation of coarser alluvial sediment, finer alluvial sediment accumulated relatively quickly, which led to rapid ice segregation.

Based on the type of cryostructure (e.g., suspended, well-developed reticulate) and their high VIC, we estimate that permafrost was able to re-aggrade relatively quickly and with sufficient water following stabilization of the TEG. We attribute this to the low permafrost temperatures of the study site (Allard et al., 2020), which promoted permafrost aggradation upward following TEG stabilization. There was ice enrichment in all sections affected by the TEG (drained, slope, bottom of the gully channel), which led to ice contents similar to undisturbed conditions. Though there was no statistical difference in VIC\textsubscript{wa} between the position of cores in the TEG, between the TEG or between the sub-sites, some patterns deserve attention. First, looking at the cryostratigraphy beyond 1 m deep shows that re-aggradation of cold permafrost following a disturbance may lead to ice enrichment, i.e., the recovery from the disturbance may lead to more ice than initially. It is also possible that permafrost recovery leads to ice enrichment in more concentrated layers instead of throughout the entire permafrost column near the surface. However, new deeper cores would be necessary to confirm this. Second, drainage of the polygons bordering the TEG could also cause ice enrichment, specifically near the surface. This could be a stabilization mechanism preventing further TEG enlargement. Finally, the slope cores had less peaty/organic material than at other positions because it was likely eroded away during the formation of the TEG. Although permafrost re-aggradation promoted ice enrichment in the mineral sediment, the slopes are now prone to greater thaw subsidence as organic material requires an external load to cause thaw settlement comparable to mineral soil with similar VIC (Kanevskiy et al., 2012).

5.1.3 Geocryological layers

All cores were characterized by a transient layer, which we expected because it is the result of the interannual variations in the ALT and all sites experience it (Shur, 1988; Shur et al., 2005; French and Shur, 2010). Most of the cores were interpreted to have an intermediate layer, except for TEG1-1\textsubscript{Undist} and TEG1-1\textsubscript{Slope}. Those two cores were both characterized by coarser
sediments than in other cores, resulting in higher hydraulic conductivities and therefore less water to form ice-rich layers. The average depth of the top of the intermediate layers from cores in drained polygons and slopes was shallower than in undisturbed conditions, especially in the slope cores where the intermediate layers were also thicker. In drained polygons, this is consistent with the permafrost table moving up after the formation of a TEG causing drainage of the bordering polygons and their uplifting. For the slopes and TEG2_{BGC}, the increased thickness of the combined transient and intermediate layers suggests that permafrost recovery following TEG stabilization can increase permafrost resilience to thawing compared to natural conditions. They form a protective layer against annual thawing that would require a strong disturbance at the surface to be degraded (Kanevskiy et al., 2016, 2017) and thus contribute to the long-term stabilization of the TEG.

Finally, buried intermediate layers were interpreted in most of the TEG2 cores, but only in TEG1-2_{Undist}, TEG1-2_{Slope}, and TEG1-2_{Drained} at TEG1. Those intermediate layers were interpreted as buried because they represented different sequences of permafrost aggradation. In most cases, the buried intermediate layers were located under a layer of organic sediment, which promoted ice-enrichment in the mineral sediment below. Then, new mineral sediment accumulated over the organic layer and were part of the active layer, until organic matter started to accumulate again. This resulted in the gradual decrease in active layer thickness, i.e., permafrost aggradation and formation of aggradational ice (Mackay, 1972; Burn, 1988; French and Shur, 2010), which led to the formation of a new intermediate layer in the mineral sediment below the newly accumulated organic matter.

5.2 Landscape evolution following thermo-erosion gullying

By investigating a recent and a stable TEG in the High Arctic, we were able to identify and characterize the main processes of formation and stabilization of a TEG and the long-term impacts of thermal erosion in ice-rich polygonal tundra. We summarize these processes in a conceptual model describing three main stages of TEG formation and stabilization in our study area (Figure 7). The following sections describe each stage in detail.
Figure 7. Conceptual model of thermo-erosion gully (TEG) evolution in cold permafrost. At stage 0, the polygonal network has well-developed ice wedges that can withstand some thermal erosion, until a threshold is surpassed and causes a TEG to form. At stage I, the thermal regime and geomorphological processes are in disequilibrium, which causes high rates of degradation. As the TEG reaches new thermal, hydrological, and geomorphological equilibria, geomorphological processes slow down, and stabilization begins. At stage II, stabilization takes place and the channel angularity gradually decreases. However, hydrological disturbances and changes in environmental conditions can reactivate geomorphological processes and cause further stage I degradation as the lack of a developed intermediate layer reduces the capacity of permafrost to withstand disturbances. If stabilization persists, the TEG enters a new state of the periglacial landscape. At stage III, the TEG is stabilized, and even though the permafrost thermal regime and ground ice content have recovered to conditions similar to stage 0, the TEG has caused long-lasting geomorphological and hydrological changes to the landscape.

5.2.1 Stage 0: Undisturbed polygonal network

In areas with cold continuous syngenetic permafrost where thick transient and intermediate layers have developed, permafrost is well-protected against interannual climatic variations and meteorological events (Kanevskiy et al., 2017; Shur et al., 2005). Indeed, the infiltration of surface runoff water from snowmelt, summer precipitation, or thawing permafrost (French, 2007) into open thermal contraction cracks and other types of cavities followed by thermal erosion of permafrost and ice wedges may be occurring on an annual basis, but not necessarily lead to gullyng (Figure 7, Stage 0). The transient
and intermediate layers act as buffers against disturbances due to the high latent heat of fusion of ice (Jorgenson et al., 2010; Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004), and cold permafrost promotes rapid recovery. However, a change in surface conditions (e.g., polygon drainage), a disturbance (e.g., heavy rainfalls, above average snow accumulation leading to increased snowmelt, catastrophic lake drainage), or a shift in climate conditions (e.g., more precipitations, warmer air temperatures increasing permafrost temperature) can trigger additional runoff and increase the power of thermal erosion, eventually surpassing a threshold (e.g., tunnel collapse) and forming a TEG (Figure 7, Stage I).

5.2.2 Stage I: Degradation and disequilibrium

This first stage of thermo-erosion gullying is characterized by major geomorphic, hydrological, and thermal disequilibria. This transitional stage is unstable and undergoes rapid changes through positive feedbacks caused by thermal erosion of ice wedges and of the channel, thaw slumping, collapse of active layer and tunnel overhangs, slope failure, and mudflows to reach a new equilibrium (Godin and Fortier, 2012b; Godin et al., 2016; Fortier et al., 2007). This translates into a box-shaped channel with unstable slopes and multiple ramifications, sometime forming baydzherakh. Thermal erosion also progresses vertically into ice wedges and permafrost until it reaches its base level or enough sediment is deposited at the bottom of the newly formed stream (French, 2007). Then, lateral thermal erosion occurs and contributes to enlarge the TEG channels (Morgenstern et al., 2021). Thermokarst mounds become increasingly affected by thermal erosion and thermokarst degradation due to the increased surface area when isolated and are eventually completely eroded from the main channel if erosion persists.

During this stage, sediment export is high because of the active erosion and collapsed material being remobilized downstream in low gradient areas of the TEG channel (Godin and Fortier, 2012b; Rioux, 2020). The uncovered ground material in the TEG becomes exposed to solar radiation and atmospheric heat, which both contribute to erosion, even without running water (i.e., thermal erosion) (Fortier et al., 2007). In addition, the thaw front can penetrate deeper into permafrost due to the lack of protective cover, causing degradation of the transient and intermediate layers of the slopes and bottom of the gully channel.

5.2.3 Stage II: Stabilization and transition to a new state

While TEG inception can occur within a single thawing season, it often takes several decades for erosion, mass movement, thermokarst, and sediment export to decrease, at which point stabilization can begin (Figure 7, Stage II). Over time, slope angularity of the TEG decreases (Godin and Fortier, 2010), which contributes to reduce mass movements. In addition, alluvial sediment deposited on the sides of main channel of the TEG can form alluvial levees that reduce gully wall mechanical erosion by water (Godin and Fortier, 2012b). As the slopes become stable and erosion winds down, permafrost re-aggradation takes place and vegetation starts to colonize exposed ground in the TEG. This creates a negative feedback on mass movement and promotes further permafrost aggradation by shielding the ground surface from incoming solar radiation and insulating it from atmospheric heat. The breaching and collapsing of the rims of the polygons encompassing the TEG
also contribute to TEG stabilization (Godin and Fortier, 2012b; Godin et al., 2016). Active-layer and pond drainage of breached low-centered polygons creates a dry porous top layer with reduced thermal conductivity (Fortier et al., 2007) resulting in a thinning of the active layer on the shoulders of the gully. This causes a shift in vegetation (Perreault et al., 2016), from wet to mesic, which also contributes to decrease thermal conductivity and active layer thickness, resulting in thin transient and intermediate layers form closer to the surface than in undisturbed conditions. This ice enrichment contributes to increase the thermal resistance of the encompassing polygons and thus to reduce further widening of the TEG.

It is important to note that not all sections of a TEG are at the same stage simultaneously and that sections of a TEG can go back and forth between stages I and II. Once the slopes of the TEG are vegetated and the gully no longer experiences erosion, the permafrost environment supporting the TEG reaches a new state.

5.2.4 Stage III: New state of the periglacial landscape and permafrost resilience

The formation of TEG has profound impacts on ice-wedge polygonal networks, permanently (at the Anthropocene time scale) altering landscape morphology and ecosystem functions (Figure 7, Stage III). The stabilized TEG has now evolved into a thermo-erosional valley (Morgenstern et al., 2021) characterized by a broad, densely vegetated main channel with stable low-angle slopes and limited ramifications. Despite alluvial sedimentation at the bottom of the gully channel, the base level of the gully is now lower than the surrounding polygons, thus affecting local hydrological connectivity. The low-centered polygons along the margins of the TEG have changed into raised flat/high-centered ones due to their drainage. The changes in their thermal properties caused a thinning of the active layer and ground ice aggradation, ultimately raising the polygons and further affecting local hydrological patterns.

In this new state, even though the TEG has caused long-lasting geomorphological and hydrological changes to the landscape, the permafrost affected by the TEG can recover to conditions similar to undisturbed permafrost pre-dating the disturbance, i.e., similar ground ice content and temperature, and thus is resilient. However, permafrost re-agradation now leads to the formation of thicker intermediate layers in areas that have been the most disturbed, i.e., the slopes and bottom of the gully channel. Thermal contraction cracking can resume following the same pre-disturbance network, causing ice-wedge formation or rejuvenation (Lewkowicz, 1994; Gagnon and Allard, 2019). While permafrost shows resilience, the local landscape does not because it has surpassed thresholds of recovery to pre-disturbance conditions. From a landscape-evolution perspective, this suggests that in stable environmental conditions undergoing natural variability, permafrost is able to persist longer than the geomorphological landforms in which it forms. This adds to the stabilizing effect of thermal erosion on tundra landscapes, which levels gradients and limits thermokarst processes by enhancing hydrological connectivity (Morgenstern et al., 2021).
6. Conclusion

This study investigated the impacts of two TEGs in the Canadian High Arctic on ground ice content, cryostratigraphic patterns, and geomorphology to examine permafrost recovery following thermal erosion in ice-wedge polygonal tundra. Our results concurred with other research showing that thermal erosion affects hydrological connectivity, snow accumulation patterns and snowmelt dynamics, changes vegetation, causes the remobilization of soil material and nutrients, and showed that once stabilized, TEG permanently (at the Anthropocene scale) alter landscape morphology and ecosystem functions. In addition to the gully channel, the polygons bordering the TEG evolved from wet low-centered to dry/high-centered, causing changes in the ground thermal properties and ultimately leading to ice aggradation and raising the polygons. This cryostratigraphic pattern, in addition to vegetation colonization and decrease in slope angularity, were interpreted as stabilization mechanisms leading to permafrost aggradation and TEG stabilization. The study also reported the first VIC values in the slopes and at the bottom of the gully channel of TEG. Although the TEG caused discernable cryostratigraphic patterns, the ice contents in the cores affected by the TEG were comparable to undisturbed polygons. The presence of ice-rich geocryological layers and cold ground temperatures played a significant role in the inception and stabilization of the TEG by both buffering against smaller disturbances and promoting permafrost aggradation following thermal erosion. Once stabilized, the TEG was in a new state characterized by long-lasting geomorphological and hydrological changes to the landscape, but is able to recover to pre-disturbance geocryological and thermal conditions, showing that permafrost is more resilient to thermal erosion disturbances than surface geomorphology. This suggests that in stable environmental conditions undergoing natural variability, permafrost can persist longer than the geomorphological landforms in which it forms.
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